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canyon ranch
Miami Beach, Florida

Clean lines. Bold angles. Unparalleled sand, sea and sky perspectives. 
This extraordinary residence at Canyon Ranch is a timeless space 
continuum. Where today’s contemporary aesthetic meets understated, 
traditional touches. The epitome of South Florida living.



Paul Benson and  
Michael Hawkins

Transforming  
horizons naTionwide

Working together on a high-profile resort destination community on the paradise coast of Southwest Florida,  

EBL founders Paul Benson and Michael Hawkins shaped their core strategy: engage a multi-disciplined team of 

professionals with diverse expertise to integrate real estate development and management into one entity. From this 

central idea, EBL Partners, the parent of EBL Construction, emerged. Today, EBL Construction is a key player in  

a multitude of development endeavors.

CANYON RANCH

Comfort commands attention in every room.

Floor-to-ceiling glass reveals the ulterior motives of the home’s design. To lure the beauty of the oceanscape 

delicately indoors. Rich comfortable furnishings and a muted natural palette adorn the living space at eye level. 

Dramatically high walls and windows draw the mood and imagination upward.40
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  In nature, varying textures, shapes and structures  
touch and blend to form one harmonious landscape. 
Indoors, diverse materials create the same effect.  

 A creamy limestone wall treatment mimics lines  
left in the beach by retreating waves.

  The long dining room table accentuates the length  
of the living and dining areas.
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  A frameless window with an unbroken view of the Atlantic 
opens up the modest dimensions of this ultra-private den.

  To the left, we see how secluding the loft above a large  
open space transforms it into an intimate enclave.

  Stairs that rise in a single, unbroken progression not 
only make a statement, but also build anticipation of 
what awaits at the top level.
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  The master bedroom and its magnificent open dressing room 
truly reign prominently. Reconfiguring doors and walls, and 
combining spaces, created this breathtaking suite.
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  An elegant soaking tub with a ceiling-mounted filler overhead 
evokes that elusive “oooh” factor in the master bath and 
becomes the room’s singular focal point.
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	 	Like	a	wandering	path,	the	home’s	long	hall		
stops	occasionally	to	reveal	hidden	gems	like		
a	space	for	artwork,	textures	and	colors.

	 	This	is	no	mere	state-of-the-art	kitchen.	It	is	the	
studio	of	a	culinary	artiste.	Gleaming	stainless	steel	
and	high-gloss	finish	doors	set	the	kitchen	apart	
from	the	adjoining	great	room.
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Miami Beach, Florida

RESHAPING THE WORLD ONE FLOOR AT A TIME

At EBL Construction, we create new skylines—from plots of bare ground to gleaming, finished 
structures. We fully understand every phase and element involved in all scopes of projects 
required to develop and construct a destination property. Leverage our experience, talent and 
success for all construction projects, ranging from commercial structures to mixed-use properties 
and luxurious destination communities.

EbL CONSTRUCTION An EBL Partners Company

EAST COAST 954-589-2728   |   1211 stirling road, suite 109 |   dania Beach, florida 33004
WEST COAST 239-431-5003   |   1482 rail head Boulevard |   naples, florida 34110   

www.eblconstruction.com

http://www.eblconstruction.com/
https://twitter.com/EBLConstruction
https://www.facebook.com/EBLConstruction
http://www.linkedin.com/company/ebl-partners-llc
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